
MAY 2019 - WITH YOUR SPECIAL HOST OLE DAMMEGÅRD

Multiple fire-attacks on important churches from the middle ages

Dear friend, yet another incredibly jam-packed month, so filled with alleged
terror and weird fires, aimed at churches and synagogues. In my opinion, we are
looking at the New World Order Agenda playing out its' Global Tour of Terror,
now aimed at destroying all religions and replace it with their own one World
(Satanic) religion. I have enough material for several newsletters, so let's get
going right away. First ChristChurch on New Zealand, now Notre Dame in France
and multiple targets on Sri Lanka, Russia, Israel, Brazil and California, etc.

THE IMPOSSIBLE NOTRE DAME FIRE



Colours of the fire suggests very high temperatures. From what?

The official story: 'On 15 April (the month of fire sacrifice and the exact same
date as the sinking of Titanic and the Boston Bombing), just before 18:20 CEST,
a structure fire broke out beneath the roof of Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris. By
the time it was extinguished the building's spire and most of its roof had been
destroyed and its upper walls severely damaged; extensive damage to the
interior was prevented by its stone vaulted ceiling. Many works of art and
religious relics had been moved to safety days ahead. Three people were
injured.

President Emmanuel Macron said that the cathedral would be restored, and
launched a fundraising campaign which brought in pledges of over €1 billion as
of 22 April 2019. It has been estimated that restoration could require twenty
years or more.'

Notice how much of the fire is inside the metal scaffolding

A spire made in stone, yet engulfed by fire. How it that possible?



Please tell me where all the wood is. It is almost all made of stone

I would like to present an alternative version built on what has been un-covered
so far: The church was prepared for this event for a long time, and the fire
seems to have been created by laser / Directed Energy Weapons DEWs, powerful
enough to burn solid stone. It was a total inside job, all part of the creation of a
One World Religion, as planned for decades by the so-called Elite.

Right away a direct comparison with the Twin Towers of 911

The president was 'lucky enough' to avoid his difficult speech

SIGNS OF FREEMASONIC INVOLVEMENT



A new suggested design with an massive glass obelisk in the middle

The nearby Louvre has also been equipped with a 'discreet' pyramid

Do you see anything strange with this emotional photograph?

Look again and what do you know; an All Seeing Eye. Surprising...



The exact same was used at the alleged Finsbury Van attack

Massive amounts have already been collected for the 'rebuilding'

Click to watch this chilling New World Order prediction; I Pet Goat II

When the spire is destroyed, the crown of thorn disappears

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=aeb713841b&e=2fdd6a7abd


ARMY FIRE FIGHTERS - ARSON RULED OUT

Was electric wiring even invented during the 12th century?

Even before the fire was turned out, the authorities went out and blamed it all
on an accident, ruling out arson. How can you do that before checking out the
possible crime scene? Then it was blamed on electrical issues from the 12th
century... But was electricity even used at that point in history? Let's check it
out;
* 1752. By tying a key onto a kite string during a storm, Ben Franklin proved
that static electricity and lightning were the same. His correct understanding of
the nature of electricity paved the way for the future.
* 1800. First electric battery invented by Alessandro Volta.
* 1821. The first electric motor was invented by Michael Faraday.
So the official explanation is just taken out of thin air - absolute lies. Not even
close.

Where are all the 500 fire fighters 'desperately' battling the fire?



Fire fighters struggling - a kilometer away from the fire...

An interesting fact - the Paris fire brigade belongs to the army

Visiting Michael Obama had a front row seat on the river Seine



Recycling assets. Connecting the Bataclan massacre and this event

A weird shoe add - part of the psy-op? Next target Ireland?

Please be aware of a possible upcoming attack on Big Ben, London



THE WIKI-LIES OF JULIAN ASSANGE

We are now to believe that Julian Assange has been arrested

'Wikileaks co-founder Julian Assange has been arrested at the Ecuadorian
embassy in London. Assange took refuge in the embassy in 2012 to avoid
extradition to Sweden over a sexual assault case that has since been dropped.
At Westminster Magistrates' Court he was found guilty of failing to surrender to
the court and now faces US federal conspiracy charges related to one of the
largest ever leaks of government secrets.'

But can Assange really be trusted? In my opinion, he, Edward Snowden, Alex
Jones and Noam Chomsky are 100% controlled opposition. How can I say such a
thing? Please read Daniel Estuhlin's brilliant book 'Deconstructing Wikileaks',
talking about Assange's mysterious childhood in a CIA-controlled sect, the
building up of Wikileaks with US intelligence and highly suspicious financers and
board members all over the place.

Please watch 'Deconstructing Wikileaks', a very important book

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=42d30320de&e=2fdd6a7abd


Julian Assange's sect leader later died at a freemasonic hospital

IMPLOSION WEAPONS USED ON SRI LANKA

No signs of an explosion, roof tiles sucked off? Done by implosion?

The official story: 'On 21 April 2019, Easter Sunday, three Christian churches
across Sri Lanka and three luxury hotels in the commercial capital Colombo were
targeted in a series of coordinated terrorist suicide bombings. Later that day,
there were smaller explosions at a housing complex in Dematagoda and a guest
house in Dehiwala.'

In my opinion and after studying the damages and anomalies my conclusion is
very different; that the buildings were targeted with an advanced implosion
weapon (the exact opposite of an explosion), as a follow up of the Christchurch
and Notre Dame-attacks to secure the global, emotional impact.



And what do you know, more shoes right in the center of the event

A dead give away; Shoes - the global mind control fear trigger.

The most spread image in main stream media from the attack



A torn body, yet no bleed out what so ever... and more shoes

Blown out glass - or sucked out windows by a big implosion?

How is this possible? Some totally crushed, others completely intact

Now let's have a look at the damages from the Norwegian attacks



Compare with the damages from the government building in Oslo

Everything else destroyed, but the glass door survived



Israel (!) helped Sri Lanka with the security drills

SAN DIEGO SYNAGOGUE PREDICTION

An alleged shooting in San Diego, but what are we really looking at?

An alleged dead victim - please notice the purple colour code

Hidden clues at the alleged Pittsburgh Synagogue shooting, Oct, 2018



T-shirt predicting the Gold Coast as an upcoming target

AND THE SHOES AND FIRES KEEP COMING

In a false flag operation, the attacked one is actually the attacker



Swedish Annie Lööf, member of the Trilateral Commission

Is this even a real photo? Please look at how evenly the fire is spread out
in every single window. So few people outside. And no fire fighters, etc



What a 'wonderful' place to introduce 5G. And nice pyramid...

HEAL WITH LOVE

Please note that my intention is not to scare or spread fear, but instead to inform
with the hope that my newsletters will help to give a clearer overview of what
happened or is happening so that we can take our power back.

We all deserve so much better.
It's time to stop the madness and

heal the world with love.

Whenever I need to get back in balance, I often listen to my wonderful raja-yoga
teacher Nalanie Harilela Chellaram. Click on the image below to watch her 'Deep
Relaxation & Meditation For Healing, Sleeping and Releasing Tension'. For more
info, please visit http://www.sisproject.org.

https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=b295369545&e=2fdd6a7abd
https://lightonole.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18770b9294387f1377f080286&id=e1975f2543&e=2fdd6a7abd


See you again on June 1, 2019

Please support Ole Dammegard and his groundbreaking research:
Light On Conspiracies: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com
Donations: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/sponsorship-donations
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/lightonconspiracies
Membership: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/membership-signup
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ole.dammegard
Twitter: @lightonconspira
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/oledammegard
BitTube: https://bit.tube/LightOnConspiracies
Guestbook: Guestbook
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